Bring your system to life
VALUE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

OnlineAVL Fleet+
Everything included in OnlineAVL Essential and more.
Bring your system to life with an intuitive interface that
puts complete fleet management at your fingertips. Set
a new benchmark in productivity with powerful features
that integrate seamlessly into your workflow, refined for
usability, efficiency and return on investment.
A highly flexible, responsive solution to empower the
back office, streamline tasks and deliver a superior level
of control.

Limitless Potential
Find out more about our Complete product,
and range of enhancements at

navmanwireless.co.uk

Dynamic Dashboard

Exception Alert

Smartphone App

Scheduled Reporting

Street View Mapping

Report suite

Visualise your data with a flexible
and comprehensive analytics suite.

Discover deviations from expected
events as they occur.

Find out when something
happens, as it happens.

Benchmark performance when
and where you choose.

Get a better look with this
innovative and powerful tool.

Get a comprehensive summary of
the essential information.

Draw on the wealth of information
collected by your tracking system
and view in an easy to understand
graphical format. Customise the
presentation of your data, instantly
monitor against KPIs and harness
its full potential.

Find out whenever there is
an instance which ‘breaks the
mould’ of day-to-day activity.
From unauthorised vehicle use to
excessive idling time – be notified
immediately via desktop popup,
email or text.

Receive alerts of predetermined
vehicle activity, such as ignition
on/off or activation of external
power sources. Configure popups and audible notifications as
required to ensure you always
stay informed.

Automatically generated reports,
from mileage to exception alerts.
Schedule for particular times and
email to selected stakeholders
within or outside the business,
without having to directly access
the system.

Google Street View enhances
your mapping facility and enables
you to get ‘eyes on the ground’.
Be able to see what your drivers
see and guide them using
geographical landmarks.

Valuable additional data that can
help you monitor driver behaviour
and ensure your fleet is working
with maximum efficiency for your
business, including: Idle, Peak
Speed and Time Sheet Reports.

